Let R be a Noetherian ring. A quasi-Gorenstein R-module is an R-module such that the grade of the module and the projective dimension of the module are equal and the canonical module of the module is isomorphic to the module itself. After discussing properties of finitely generated quasi-Gorenstein modules, it is shown that this definition allows for a characterization of diagonal matrices of maximal rank over a commutative Noetherian factorial domain R extending a theorem of Frobenius and Stickelberger to modules of projective dimension 1 over a commutative Noetherian factorial domain.
Introduction
This paper brings together two threads in the theory of modules that have not experienced extensive development in recent times. The first of which is the study of diagonalization of matrices under equivalence over arbitrary commutative rings. Frobenius and Stickelberger in their famous paper [1] classified finitely generated modules over Abelian groups and an extension of this classifcation theorem to modules over principal ideal domains [2] brings us to the end of that development. Any further attempts have been thwarted by some basic ideas and properties in more general commutative rings. One of the simplest examples of an obstruction to extending the results for modules of projective dimension one is the following matrix over Z[x] 2 x 0 3 .
It is easily seen that this matrix is not equivalent to a diagonal matrix. As Z[x] is usually the first ring looked at after a principal ideal domain is considered, the hope for a general theorem to extend diagonlization to all matrices has stopped here.
The second thread is the question of when a matrix over a commutative ring is equivalent to its transpose. The theorem of Frobenius and Stickelberger [1] demonstrates that this property holds over Z and the classical extension to principal ideal domains shows that principal ideal domains have this property as well. Alas, the matrix above is also an obstruction to an extension of this result to more general commutative rings. It can easily be seen that over Z[x] the transpose of (1.1) is not equivalent to (1.1).
So the questions then become "What matrices are diagonalizable in more general rings?" and "What matrices are equivalent to their transpose in more general rings?". The second question can easily be answered, but the first requires a bit more finesse.
In the rest of the paper all modules are assumed to be finitely generated over R and R will be a Noetherian factorial domain. The principal reason for restricting our interest to such rings is that in a factorial domain every prime ideal of codimension 1 is a principal ideal, and we can compare associated primes of modules with their Ext modules in a relatively simple way, [Prop 3.2.2 in [3] ].
The main result of this paper deals with the first question posed above, however, the second question leads to some interesting definitions and ideas used extensively for the first. We can see this if we consider a module, M, of projective dimension one presented by a n × n-matrix m. It has a resolution
To introduce the transpose matrix m T of m we apply Hom R (−, R) to the sequence to obtain Returning to the first question, in order for an R-module M to be presented by a diagonal matrix and hence be a direct sum of cyclic R-modules with principal annihilators, the following are necessary conditions:
(a) M must be a module of projective dimension 1.
(b) The matrix presenting M is equivalent to its transpose (as in the diagrams above).
(c) M must be filtered by quasi-Gorenstein submodules whose quotients are cyclic and have principal annihilators.
The reader should note that none of these conditions is sufficient. Matrix (1.1) shows that (a) is not sufficient. To see that (b) and (c) are not sufficient consider the following matrix over k[x, y] :
This matrix is of full rank and it can be shown that this matrix satisfies (b). The associated prime of the module M = coker (m) is (x) and Ann(M) = (x 2 ). The two filtrations
show that M has no filtration of the correct form.
The following theorem characterizes diagonalizable matrices. (ii) The matrix m is equivalent to m T and the module M has a minimal cyclic-filtration consisting of quasi-Gorenstein submodules.
(iv) The matrix m is equivalent to a diagonal matrix.
With regard to the rest of this paper, Section 2 will deal with preliminaries including definitions and motivation, and Section 3 will include the proof of the main result.
Preliminaries
In this section we will give definitions and properties that will be useful in proving our results in the next section. More information about the definitions and results which are not new can be found in [4, 5, 6] .
The grade of M is also known as the codimension of the module M. In fact, one has dim(M) + codim(M) = dim(R) in a Cohen-Macaulay ring. In [7] properties of modules of a certain grade is discussed, generalizing results of Auslander. The focus of [7] is on the interplay between the functors Ext i R (−, R) and the modules. In [8] quasiGorenstein modules are defined to facilitate a generalization of ideal linkage to module linkage. These two papers [7, 8] provided the inspiration for this paper.
Definition 2.1. A finitely generated R-module M of finite projective dimension is quasi-Gorenstein if the following hold:
These are given this name as R/I is quasi-Gorenstein if and only if I is a Gorenstein ideal. Also, Grassi defines Koszul Modules [9] which are quasiGorenstein modules with certain types of free resolutions. Furthermore, a Gorenstein algebra is a quasi-Gorenstein module and there is a collection of work about such algebras [10, 11, 12, 13] .
A module M is said to be perfect if grade(M) = pd(M). Quasi-Gorenstein modules are clearly perfect. In fact, such modules are Cohen-Macaulay (as perfect modules are). Quasi-Gorenstein modules have many nice properties (aside from those inherited by being Cohen-Macaulay). For more results and properties of quasi-Gorenstein modules see [14] . The following results will be useful in proofs later on. They follow directly from the definition. Proposition 2.2 ((see [15] Exercise 1.4.26)). Suppose that M is an R-module of projective dimension n which has a projective resolution, P. Then M is quasi-Gorenstein if and only if P and P * = Hom R (P, R) are homotopy equivalent up to shift, i.e. P * is a projective resolution of M.
The previous result gives us another method of determining when a module is quasi-Gorenstein. We only need to know how a free or projective resolution of the module behaves with its dual. An example of a module of projective dimension greater than 1 that is quasi-Gorenstein is a complete intersection over regular local ring. This follows as a free resolution of the complete intersection is the Koszul complex on the regular sequence that generates the ideal, and it is well known that this complex is self-dual.
The following is a special case of a result in [14] . We show the proof to illustrate a technique that is useful in gaining information about the Ext modules of M or a quotient of M. Proof. : Note that by [7] Proposition 3(a) we have that
The result then follows by dualizing the short exact sequence
′ is quasi-Gorenstein of projective dimension 1 then the sequence above shows that M/M ′ is isomorphic to a submodule of M.
This result shows that the associated primes of a module and whether or not it is a quasi-Gorenstein module are intimately related. It says that if the quotient of a module is quasi-Gorenstein then the associated primes of the quotient are among those of the quasi-Gorenstein module. One way to guarantee this is to restrict ourselves to such modules. We can continue this process of looking at quotients with the submodule and obtain a filtration of M. Many types of filtrations exist in the literature and we define a type of filtration closely related to those of clean and pretty clean filtrations explored by Herzog and Popescu in [16] . We will denote by L(M) the lattice of ideals in R containing ideals of the form Ann(x) for x ∈ M under inclusion. Definition 2.6. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and
be an increasing chain of submodules of M. We say that M is a cyclicfiltration of M if
Since R is Noetherian, the length of a cyclic-filtration is finite. We will say that a cyclic-filtration is a minimal cyclic-filtration if each module M i is a minimal submodule of M i+1 such that M i+1 /M i ∼ = R/I i+1 is maximal for some I i+1 ∈ L(M i+1 ). In other words, the filtration is minimal at M i+1 if the annihilators of the quotients are as small as possible in L(M i+1 ). In order to see the difference between these consider the module Z/4Z over Z. We have the obvious filtration 0 Z/4Z and the one by using the associated prime of Z/4Z which is 0 Z/2Z Z/4Z.
These are both cyclic-filtrations of Z/4Z, but only the first is a minimal cyclic-filtration of Z/4Z. Notice that the sequence
is not split. We will see in the next section that having the filtration be minimal and consisting of quasi-Gorenstein submodules is enough to guarantee such a sequence splits. Note that the matrix (1.2) has no cyclic-filtration.
Results
In this section we present and prove the results directly used in proving the main theorem. The following is a key lemma to the proof for Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian factorial domain. Suppose M is a quasiGorenstein R-module of projective dimension one and let
Proof. Consider the short exact sequence
Where M/M ′ ∼ = R/I for some height one ideal I of R. Note that I is principal as R is a factorial domain, and so R/I is a quasi-Gorenstein R-module. Rewrite the above sequence as If we take the dual of (i) we get
where ϕ is the isomorphism between M and Ext
where α and β are induced by universal properties as δϕλ * = 0. Note that α is an injection and β is a surjection by the Snake Lemma. Taking a dual of ( * ) we get a commutative diagram
Where the left square is commutative as it is the dual of the right square in ( * ). This induces the mapping ε which is a surjection. We claim that Ext 
Proof. We prove this result by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial as
. The case n = 2 is Lemma 3.1. So suppose that n > 2. We claim that
is a minimal cyclic-filtration of M n−1 . Indeed it is a cyclic filtration as
It is minimal as each module M i is a minimal submodule of
Using the same argument as that of Lemma 3.1 we see that is split and
This says that a quasi-Gorenstein module M of projective dimension 1 with a minimal cyclic-filtration of quasi-Gorenstein modules has a decomposition of the form M ∼ = So we are left to prove (iv) ⇒ (i). We know that if m is diagonalizable then M is a quasi-Gorenstein module as m is equivalent to m T . Next as (iii) ⇔ (iv) we can take a decomposition of M ∼ = 
